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A MARGIN ANALYSER FOR DISK AND TAPE DRIVES 

Nigel D. Mackintosh 

AbSt1'/lct - The use of a margill analyser in disk and tape drives is 
di;;;;;;;;:-and several different types art described. The results fram one 
simple type of ",argin analyser are presenttd. 

INTRODUcrlON 

The common method of data recovery in a moving magnetic 
memory is to (a) lCcurntely identify the recordcd flux transitions, (b) 
generate a read clock. or 'data windows', based on the avernge p05ition 
of these transitions, and then (c) use the pOSition of the data 
tl':lnsitions within the windows to reconstruct the recorded information, 
Figure I shuws how, for MfM code, all T transitions occur nominally 
in the centre of the ones window, while any '0' transitions occur in the 
centre of the zeros window. Thcsc transitions could actually be 
anywhere within the window and still be interpreued correctly, but 
any :ransition which fcll outside its correct window would cause a data 
error. In prnctice. transitions can indeed vary from their ideal position 
within the window due to such fOlCtors as intersymbol interference 
('peak shift'), overwrite modulation, off-track interference, PLL jitter. 
write error. group delay variation. logic delay varintion, zcro-crossovet 
error and differentintor error. After these components of error have 
been subtl'llCted from the avnilable window width, that portion 
remaining is further degraded by any perturbations wim a gaussian 
distribution (chiefly due to white noise). The reduction due to mis can 
be calculated from the desired crrur-rate [lR21[J1 and any window 
then remaining is me margin of me system. 
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Fig. 1 Ideal location of data transitions within windows 

MARCIN MEASURb.VI~'IT TECHNIQUES 

The common way to determine the margin of a particular machine is 
to either reduce the width of the window, or deliberately offiet the 
tr..nsitions within the window. until the desired error-rate occurs. 130m 
of these methods have the disadvantage that you may well be altering 
the operation of the drive in ways other than that intended: for 
example. me PLL may have been designed for optimum performance 
only with symmetrical windows. Nevertheless. one appro~ based on 
the latter metho<! has proved most useful. A computer is used to 
monitor the error-rate and continually adjust the offSetting of me data 
transitions, by menns of a 0 to !I. converter on the control voltage of 
a mon05table. until me desired error-rate is achieved. This can be a 
lengthy process. however. unless a degraded error-rate is used. but 
testing in this fashion, for expediency, is only suggested after suitable 
correlation checks have aeen made between margin at me normal(or 
desired) error-rate and margin at the degraded one. 
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A pas.~ive approach to margin analysis. which merely monitors 
signals in the drive. can not only guar.mtee normal operation of the 
machine, but can also be used to mOl'e quickly give ,In accurate 
indication of how margin is being lost to the various components. In 
the Simple memod, shown in fig.2. the ends of the window are 
monitored for any transition occurring therein. !\n 'early window' is 
generated from the first edge of the data window, and the number of 
data transitions occurring wimin it over a period of time is counted. 
The back end of the window is similarly monitored by means of a 
'late window', generated by the data transition. which looks for the 
falling edge of the data window occurring in iL I f the early and late 
windows are adjusted from one run to another, a picture: can be built 
up of the distribution of the transitions wimin the window, assuming 
this has not changed from run to run. 
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Fig_ 2 Generation of early and late windows 
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Fig.3 Margin analyser using high-frequency oscillator 



The disadvantilge of me last methoo of margin an<llysis is the large 
number of runs th<lt are nCl:de1i :0 accumulate the distnbution 
intom:atiun. as weli as t..'1e rcauireme!lt mat the uistribution does noe 
change from run {O run ( a susceptibility to line crnnsientS, for 
cxlltrl'pie. might fail this crite:;'Jn). The obvious answer is to 
cononualiy monitor ali pordons ·Jf the window so th<lt the exact 
IXCum:nce of every tnlnsition is r-:corded. This is simple in concept, 
bue extremely difficult to PUt into p:xtica in all but the slowest of 
machines. where Sans bins may give suffICient resolution. Some 
,ossible techniques {or 'lCc:omplishing the parolle! approach are as 
follows. In Fig.J, the distilnce from t..'1e swt of the window to the 
occurrence of the d<lta transition 1$ mwurad by maans of a 1 Qhz 
clock which is gated into il counter. i\ different approach is shown in 
Flg.4, where the leading edge of the window enables a linear ramp, 
which is then haited by the d:1ta transition. Tae voltage achie'led thus 
represents the time of interest. 3nd can be red through a fast i\ to D 
convenar for processing as before. [n Fig..S, a third method. a tapped 
delay line is used to ~ck coincidence between the data transition and 
one of the delayed versions of the data window. A priority encocler 
em then be used to encode this to the binary number required. 
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Fig. 4 Ramp-based margin analyser 
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Fig. 5 Margin analyser using ta;lped delay-line 
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In cllCb ease, the number mC3Surcd must then be tlnloodcd • or acted 
upon. before the nellt mCllSUfemcnt cummences. 'I11is may be only 
SOns away so. again. it is not·a trivial problem • a commerci<ll benc:h
cop counter could not transfer the data in time, for cX<lmple. Figure 6 
shows how the data can be accumulated by using a h<lrdware counter 
tilt CllCn of me bins of interest. '11e appropriate one is incremented 
each time ol. measurement has been made. Once the run is complete. 
and the dCSlred number of bits !t<lve bccn transferred. the count in 
each bin c:III then be printed, or the d<lta can even be displayed 
dircctly as a histogram. 
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Fig. 6 Accumulation of bin values 
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In its most cfficient form. where the position' of all translUons is 
at;CUrotely recorded. the margin analy~r bCl:omes one of the most 
~ful (ools available for data channel design and optimiSlltion, 
a'Oubleshooting and manu f<lctu ra. Ily studying the distribution of 
tr:!nsitions for various pcrmutiltions of pattern. write prestress, radius. 
offtraclt error. filtering. and even cooe. the ~ffect of all parameters can 
be conveniendy studied. As an cx~ple, increasing the delay in a 
dC!<ly-!ine Jiffcrentiator will incre-asc the peliX'shift but may improve 
the signal·co-noise rotio, U~ of the margin analyser will quickly 
determine the optimum value, for tlllUimum m:lrgin. 

In its very simple form. using a fixed early and lace window, 
requiring at most 6 integratcQ cireuits. ~ margin analy~r could be 
built right into the drive i(~lf. When transitions occur in the early or 
late windows. they could both inform the controller and perhaps flash 
an LED, This could be useful 3S an indiC:ltion of sufficient margin at 
various stages of manufacture. and in the field could be used as an 
early warning of reduced margin if the controller interpretted it 
correctly, 

An e,'t<lmple of the results obtainable with eYen t..'1e simple type of 
margin anal~r is shown in Fig.7. for an MFM all l's pattern on one 
head at the inner radius. for a drive with a wlntiow of .. 2Sn.'l. The 
data has been taken in Ins increments. or 'bins'. Figure 1'" shows the 
same conditions except the pattern h<lS changed to a wotst-c:;,se 1's 
pCllk'shift mOllO ... ), The pcak'Siliik is clc::trly evident. and is 
approximately 4n5. Figure 9 shows the same pattern, but using all 
eight heads at tha inner radius. Figure 10 sltow5 me s~e after 
implementing a moditic3tion to the datil cnannel ( a smaller d4!iay in 
the differentiater ), from whith it ~n be SCl:n t.'lat :he macgin has 
improved. 
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Flg. 7 Transition dist ributlon for MFM all ones pattern 'on 
one head at the inner radius 
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Fig. 8 Transition distribution tor MFM 110110 •• pattern 
on one head at the inner radius 

CONCLUSIONS 

Even a simple type of margin analyser can give very useful 
information about the operation of a disk or tape drive. while one of 
the more elaborate types described here can be one of the most useful 
tools available to both the. drive designer and manufacturer. 
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Fig. 9 Transition distribution for MFM 110110 •• pattern 
using all eight heads at the inner radius 
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using all eight heads at the inner radius 
atter a modification to the data channel 
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